HCO Approval Flow
Updated August 2020

Is this being charged to Astronomy (Org: 31430)?

- YES: Forward to Peg Herlihy for approval
- NO: Forward to either Becky Leung or Theresa Sullivan for approval

Is this being charged to HCO Non-Sponsored (Org: 31450 or 31470)?

- YES: Forward to Valerie O’Kane for approval
- NO: Forward to either Becky Leung or Theresa Sullivan for approval

Is this being charged to HCO Sponsored (Org: 31460)?

- YES: Forward to Peg Herlihy for approval
- NO: Forward to either Becky Leung or Theresa Sullivan for approval

Reach out to someone within that Department to find the accurate approver

PI Breakdown can be found here.